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Summons for potential collusion in the non-residential real estate rental market

The Federal Economic Competition Commission 
(“COFECE”) has been very keen and has taken strong 
measures against allegedly illicit practices in the non-
residential real estate leasing market in Mexico.

On January 30th, COFECE published a note stating forth 
that it has notified different companies and individuals 
for alleged absolute monopolistic practices related to 
price manipulation in the non-residential real estate 
leasing market in Mexico.

These behaviors were considered in a possible liability 
notice (dictamen de probable responsabilidad) issued 
by the Investigating Authority of COFECE, within the 
administrative file IO-004-2020, after it concluded 
its investigation.

These notifications are the beginning of the trial-
stage procedure. The probable offenders will have the 
opportunity to state their position, present evidence 
related to the allegations, and make arguments.

Subsequently, COFECE’s Plenary will resolve per the 
applicable antitrust law. If the existence of absolute 
monopolistic practices is confirmed, the Commission 
could impose sanctions according to applicable law.

COFECE emphasizes the importance of the non-
residential real estate sector in the Mexican economy, 
noting that the anticompetitive conduct can affect not 
only businesses leasing these spaces but also have 
repercussions on employment and the prices of goods 
and services.

Given the relevance of the non-residential real estate 
sector and its economic impact, COFECE stated that 
it will continue to focus its efforts on identifying and 
prosecuting anticompetitive practices in this area, 

especially in the recovery phase following the effects 
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

COFECE invited anyone with information about illegal 
competition practices to file complaints with the referred 
Commission, reaffirming its commitment to monitoring 
and promoting competition in the markets.

Our team of specialists in economic competition is at 
your disposal to address any doubts regarding this 
matter.

This newsletter was drafted by José Antonio Postigo-Uribe 
(japostigo@sanchezdevanny.com), Marisol González-
Echevarria (mgonzalez@sanchezdevanny.com), José 
Miguel Ortiz-Otero (miguel.ortiz@sanchezdevanny.
com), Max Ernesto Hernández-Ernult (mhernandez@
sanchezdevanny.com), Marisa Romero-Martínez 
(mromero@sanchezdevanny.com), Tania Elizabeth 
Trejo-Gálvez (tetrejo@sanchezdevanny.com) and Jesus 
Alonzo González-Hermosillo (jgonzalez@sanchezdevanny.
com).
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Sánchez Devanny is a leading Mexican law firm that provides full-service legal advice both to Mexican and 
international clients.

We build enduring client relationships because we make every effort to understand our clients’ businesses and 
expectations, to serve as an ally, and to provide complete, accessible and personalized advice.

Mexico City:
Av. Paseo de las Palmas #525 Piso 6 
Col. Lomas de Chapultepec, 11000
Ciudad de México
T. +52 (55) 5029 8500

Queretaro:
Av. Antea #1090, Piso 2 Int 206
Col. Jurica, 76100
Querétaro, Qro.
T. +52 (442) 296 6400

Monterrey:
José Clemente Orozco #335 Piso 4 
Despacho 401 Col. Valle Oriente, 66269
San Pedro Garza García N.L.
T. +52 (81) 8153 3900
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This publication contains general information only and is just for informative purposes. Sánchez Devanny is  not  rendering legal advice or  services by  means of  this publication. To obtain legal advice or services 
and before making any decision or taking any action that may affect your business you should consult a qualified professional advisor.

Sánchez Devanny provides legal services in the areas of Corporate and M&A; Corporate and Project Finance; International Trade and Customs; Real Estate, Infrastructure and Hospitality; Tax; Labor, Social Security 
and Immigration; Corporate Governance and Regulatory Compliance; Energy and Natural Resources;  Environmental; Life Sciences; Intellectual Property, Entertainment and Sports Law; Litigation and  Alternative 
Dispute Resolution; Antitrust; Capital Markets; Private Wealth Management and Estate Planning; Administrative Strategic Litigation and Data Privacy and Information Technology to both public and private clients, 
especially in the automotive, retail, pharmaceutical, manufacturing, real estate and energy industries among others.
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